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Interaction with other 
agents and humans

Active interaction with 
the environment

• Social intelligence
• Natural language
• Multi-agent coordination
• Heterogeneity

Information processing, 
modeling & representation

Safe autonomy
• Robustness and resilience
• Safe (deep) learning
• Verification, safety, trust
• Safe sensor-based planning

• Manipulation & locomotion
• Scene understanding
• Active information acquisition
• Adaptation and learning

• Affordance, shape, agility
• Metric, semantic, topological
• Theory of mind

Research 
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Research challenges in autonomous systems



Safe mission planning in known environments
- Safe mission planning for robot swarms

Semantic modeling of unknown environments
- Semantic SLAM

Safe mission planning in unknown environments
- Safe mission planning in uncertain semantic maps
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Safe robot missions in 
known environments
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Temporal-Logic-Based Reactive Mission and
Motion Planning

Hadas Kress-Gazit, Member, IEEE, Georgios E. Fainekos, Member, IEEE, and George J. Pappas, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—This paper provides a framework to automatically
generate a hybrid controller that guarantees that the robot can
achieve its task when a robot model, a class of admissible environ-
ments, and a high-level task or behavior for the robot are provided.
The desired task specifications, which are expressed in a fragment
of linear temporal logic (LTL), can capture complex robot behav-
iors such as search and rescue, coverage, and collision avoidance. In
addition, our framework explicitly captures sensor specifications
that depend on the environment with which the robot is interacting,
which results in a novel paradigm for sensor-based temporal-logic-
motion planning. As one robot is part of the environment of an-
other robot, our sensor-based framework very naturally captures
multirobot specifications in a decentralized manner. Our compu-
tational approach is based on first creating discrete controllers
satisfying specific LTL formulas. If feasible, the discrete controller
is then used to guide the sensor-based composition of continuous
controllers, which results in a hybrid controller satisfying the high-
level specification but only if the environment is admissible.

Index Terms—Controller synthesis, hybrid control, motion plan-
ning, sensor-based planning, temporal logic.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOTION planning and task planning are two fundamen-
tal problems in robotics that have been addressed from

different perspectives. Bottom-up motion-planning techniques
concentrate on creating control inputs or closed-loop controllers
that steer a robot from one configuration to another [1], [2] while
taking into account different dynamics and motion constraints.
On the other hand, top-down task-planning approaches are usu-
ally focused on finding coarse, which are typically discrete,
robot actions in order to achieve more complex tasks [2], [3].

The traditional hierarchical decomposition of planning prob-
lems into task-planning layers that reside higher in the hier-
archy than motion-planning layers has resulted in a lack of
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approaches that address the integrated system, until very re-
cently. The modern paradigm of hybrid systems, which couples
continuous and discrete systems, has enabled the formal inte-
gration of high-level discrete actions with low-level controllers
in a unified framework [4]. This has inspired a variety of ap-
proaches that translate high-level, discrete tasks to low-level,
continuous controllers in a verifiable and computationally effi-
cient manner [5]–[7] or compose local controllers in order to
construct global plans [8]–[10].

This paper, which expands on the work presented in [11],
describes a framework that automatically translates high-level
tasks given as linear temporal-logic (LTL) formulas [12] of spe-
cific structure into correct-by-construction hybrid controllers.
One of the strengths of this framework is that it allows for reac-
tive tasks, i.e., tasks in which the behavior of the robot depends
on the information it gathers at runtime. Thus, the trajectories
and actions of a robot in one environment may be totally differ-
ent in another environment, while both satisfy the same task.

Another strength is that the generated hybrid controllers drive
a robot or a group of robots such that they are guaranteed to
achieve the desired task if it is feasible. If the task cannot be
guaranteed, because of various reasons discussed in Section VI,
no controller will be generated, which indicates that there is a
problem in the task description.

To translate a task to a controller, we first lift the problem
into the discrete world by partitioning the workspace of the
robot and writing its desired behavior as a formula belonging
to a fragment of LTL (see Section III). The basic propositions
of this formula include propositions whose truth value depends
on the robot’s sensor readings; hence, the robot’s behavior can
be influenced by the environment. In order to create a discrete
plan, a synthesis algorithm [13] generates an automaton that
satisfies the given formula (see Section IV). Then, the discrete
automaton is integrated with the controllers in [8] and results in
an overall hybrid controller that orchestrates the composition of
low-level controllers based on the information gathered about
the environment at runtime (see Section V). The overall closed-
loop system is guaranteed (see Section VI) by construction to
satisfy the desired specification, but only if the robot operates in
an environment that satisfies the assumptions that were explicitly
modeled, as another formula, in the synthesis process. This leads
to a natural assume-guarantee decomposition between the robot
and its environment.

In a multirobot task (see Section VIII), as long as there are
no timing constraints or a need for joint-decision making, each
robot can be seen as a part of the environment of all other robots.
Hence, one can consider a variety of multirobot missions, such
as search and rescue and surveillance, that can be addressed in
a decentralized manner.
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“Drive through a sequence of checkpoints  in an urban environment 
while obeying traffic laws”  

DARPA Urban Challenge
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How to analyze the safety of the overall design?

Task 
Programming

Language

Control 
and

Sensing

Real-time
computing

State-of-the-art CPS approaches

Test: Integrate via software and test 

Verify: Model and verify all system behaviors

Synthesis:  Specify requirements and synthesize realization



Specifying safety in robot missions*

*H. Kress-Gazit, G. Fainekos, G.J. Pappas, Temporal logic motion planning for mobile robots, ICRA 2005



• “Visit rooms 1,2,3 while avoiding corridor 1”:  
[] ¬(corridor1) Ù ◊(room1) Ù ◊(room2) Ù ◊(room3)

• “ If the light is on, visit rooms 1 and 2 infinitely often”:
[]( (LightOn) -> ([]◊(room 1) Ù []◊(room 2)) )

• “If you are in room 3 and Mika is there, beep”
[]( (room3) Ù (SeeMika) -> (Beep) )

LTL for specifying robot missions

*Amir Pnueli,, The temporal logic of programs, ACM FOCS, 1977



Temporal logic motion planning and control

LTL
φ

R

*H. Kress Gazit, G. Fainekos, and G.J. Pappas, Temporal logic motion planning for mobile robots, ICRA, 2005

Challenge: Given temporal logic formula, 
synthesize continuous open loop or closed 
controllers so that robot meets specification.

R  ||  C   = φx
.

1 = f 1(x1 ,u1)*
y1 = g1(x1)



Safe synthesis by construction*

Task
φ

Software
Synthesis

Controller
Synthesis

P   = φ

R ||H  ≅P   = φ

*H. Kress-Gazit, G. Fainekos, and G. J. Pappas. Temporal-logic based reactive mission planning and control, IEEE Transactions on Robotics, 2009



Safe missions by construction*

Task
φ

Discrete
Controller

Controller
Synthesis

P   = φ

R ||H  ≅P   = φ

*H. Kress-Gazit, G. Fainekos, and G. J. Pappas. Temporal-logic based reactive mission planning and control, IEEE Transactions on Robotics, 2009

Main result:  If specification is realizable and continuous controllers exist, 
then the closed loop autonomous system satisfies the specification by
construction, as long as the system operates in an admissible environment.



IEEE RAM special issue 
on safe autonomy, 2011



Valet parking without a Valet

“Drive around the environment, 
while obeying traffic rules, until 
you find a free parking space, 
and then park”

“Leave the block, while 
obeying traffic rules, 
through Exiti” 

*H. Kress-Gazit, D. C. Conner, H. Choset, A. Rizzi and G. J. Pappas. Valet Parking without a Valet, IROS 2007, Best Paper Award Finalist

300+   controllers
5000+  Software Modes



Safe LTL planning for swarms



Temporal Logic (LTL) Spec

- at least one robot should   patrol the 
middle corridor 
- infinitely often visit its charging station
- never hit the obstacles
- maintain safe distance of 1.5 meters
- maximum velocity does not exceed   
1m/sec
- maximum acceleration does not 
exceed 2.5m/s^2

Synthesize LTL motion plan

Charge

Charge

Safe mission planning for swarms 



Safe mission planning in known environments
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Semantic modeling of unknown environments
- Semantic SLAM

Safe mission planning in unknown environments
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Semantic SLAM
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Probabilistic Data Association for Semantic SLAM

Sean L. Bowman Nikolay Atanasov Kostas Daniilidis George J. Pappas

Abstract— Traditional approaches to simultaneous localiza-

tion and mapping (SLAM) rely on low-level geometric features

such as points, lines, and planes. They are unable to assign

semantic labels to landmarks observed in the environment.

Furthermore, loop closure recognition based on low-level fea-

tures is often viewpoint-dependent and subject to failure in

ambiguous or repetitive environments. On the other hand,

object recognition methods can infer landmark classes and

scales, resulting in a small set of easily recognizable landmarks,

ideal for view-independent unambiguous loop closure. In a

map with several objects of the same class, however, a crucial

data association problem exists. While data association and

recognition are discrete problems usually solved using discrete

inference, classical SLAM is a continuous optimization over

metric information. In this paper, we formulate an optimization

problem over sensor states and semantic landmark positions

that integrates metric information, semantic information, and

data associations, and decompose it into two interconnected

problems: an estimation of discrete data association and land-

mark class probabilities, and a continuous optimization over the

metric states. The estimated landmark and robot poses affect

the association and class distributions, which in turn affect

the robot-landmark pose optimization. The performance of our

algorithm is demonstrated on indoor and outdoor datasets.

I. INTRODUCTION

In robotics, simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM)
is the problem of mapping an unknown environment while
estimating a robot’s pose within it. Reliable navigation, object
manipulation, autonomous surveillance, and many other tasks
require accurate knowledge of the robot’s pose and the
surrounding environment. Traditional approaches to SLAM
rely on low-level geometric features such as corners [1],
lines [2], and surface patches [3] to reconstruct the metric
3-D structure of a scene but are mostly unable to infer
semantic content. On the other hand, recent methods for
object recognition [4]–[6] can be combined with approximate
3D reconstruction of the environmental layout from single
frames using priors [7], [8]. These are rather qualitative single
3D snapshots rather than the more precise mapping we need
for a robot to navigate. The goal of this paper is to address the
metric and semantic SLAM problems jointly, taking advantage
of object recognition to tightly integrate both metric and
semantic information into the sensor state and map estimation.
In addition to providing a meaningful interpretation of the
scene, semantically-labeled landmarks address two critical
issues of geometric SLAM: data association (matching sensor
observations to map landmarks) and loop closure (recognizing
previously-visited locations).

The authors are with GRASP Lab, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, PA 19104, USA, {seanbow, atanasov, kostas,
pappasg}@seas.upenn.edu.

We gratefully acknowledge support by TerraSwarm, one of six centers
of STARnet, a Semiconductor Research Corporation program sponsored by
MARCO and DARPA and the following grants: ARL MAST-CTA W911NF-
08-2-0004, ARL RCTA W911NF-10-2-0016.

Approaches to SLAM were initially most often based
on filtering methods in which only the most recent robot
pose is estimated [9]. This approach is in general very
computationally efficient, however because of the inability
to estimate past poses and relinearize previous measurement
functions, errors can compound [1]. More recently, batch
methods that optimize over entire trajectories have gained
popularity. Successful batch methods typically represent
optimization variables as a set of nodes in a graph (a “pose
graph”). Two robot-pose nodes share an edge if an odometry
measurement is available between them, while a landmark
and a robot-pose node share an edge if the landmark was
observed from the corresponding robot pose. This pose graph
optimization formulation of SLAM traces back to Lu and
Milios [10]. In recent years, the state of the art [11], [12]
consists of iterative optimization methods (e.g., nonlinear
least squares via the Gauss-Newton algorithm) that achieve
excellent performance but depend heavily on linearization
of the sensing and motion models. This becomes a problem
when we consider including discrete observations, such as
detected object classes, in the sensing model.

One of the first systems that used both spatial and semantic
representations was proposed by Galindo et al. [13]. A spatial
hierarchy contained camera images, local metric maps, and the
environment topology, while a semantic hierarchy represented
concepts and relations, which allowed room categories to be
inferred based on object detections. Many other approaches
[14]–[19] extract both metric and semantic information but
typically the two processes are carried out separately and
the results are merged afterwards. The lack of integration
between the metric and the semantic mapping does not allow
the object detection confidence to influence the performance
of the metric optimization. Focusing on the localization
problem only, Atanasov et al. [20] incorporated semantic
observations in the metric optimization via a set-based Bayes
filter. The works that are closest to ours [21]–[24] consider
both localization and mapping and carry out metric and
semantic mapping jointly. SLAM++ [22] focuses on a real-
time implementation of joint 3-D object recognition and RGB-
D SLAM via pose graph optimization. A global optimization
for 3D reconstruction and semantic parsing has been proposed
by [25], which is the closest work in semantic/geometric joint
optmization. The main difference is that 3D space is voxelized
and landmarks and/or semantic labels are assigned to voxels
which are connected in a conditional random field while
our approach allows the estimation of continuous pose of
objects. Bao et al. [21] incorporate camera parameters, object
geometry, and object classes into a structure from motion
problem, resulting in a detailed and accurate but large and
expensive optimization. A recent comprehensive survey of
semantic mapping can be found in [26].

2017 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA)
Singapore, May 29 - June 3, 2017

978-1-5090-4632-4/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE 1722
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Metric information Semantic information

SLAM Information Types 



Why?
• Significant advances in object recognition
• Helps with loop closure & perceptual aliasing
• Can build meaningful maps
• Can plan missions in terms of meaningful objects

18°

bearing

1.5

scoreclass

DNN RESPONSE DETECTION

Zhu, Atanasov, Pappas, 
Daniilidis, “Active Deformable 
Part Models Inference,” ECCV’14

Semantic observations



• Missed & false detections are common
• Random sets of semantic observations are received
• Data association is crucial

CLUTTER

1.5 2.1 0.4

Challenges with semantic observations



Semantic SLAMSemantic SLAM

Unified formulation including metric information, 
semantic information, and data association

metric

semantic

sensor states

semantic map

data association
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metric

semantic

sensor states

semantic map

data association

[Pavlakos, Zhou, Chan, Derpanis, and Daniilidis, ICRA ’17]

{conv, maxpool, …}
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Maximum Likelihood 
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Probabilistic 
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N. Atanasov, M. Zhu, K. Daniilidis, G. J. Pappas, IJRR 2016

Semantic localization



Semantic Mapping



• Unified formulation of SLAM with metric measurements, 
semantic information, and data association

• Incorporate data association probabilistically
• Efficient solution via matrix permanents
• Experiments on indoor and outdoor datasets

Semantic SLAM

Contributions
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Safe Mission Planning in 
Uncertain Semantic Maps,
Submitted

Optimal Temporal Logic Planning for Multi-Robot Systems in

Uncertain Semantic Maps

Yiannis Kantaros, and George J. Pappas

Abstract— This paper addresses a multi-robot motion plan-

ning problem in probabilistic maps obtained by semantic

simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). The goal of the

robots is to accomplish complex collaborative high level tasks

captured by global temporal logic specifications in the presence

of uncertainty in the workspace. Specifically, the robots operate

in an unknown environment modeled as a semantic map

determined by Gaussian distributions over landmark positions

and arbitrary discrete distributions over landmark classes.

We introduce a new specification language, called Information

Temporal Logic (ITL), that allows us to incorporate uncertainty

and probabilistic satisfaction requirements directly into the

task specification. We propose a new highly scalable sampling-

based approach that synthesizes paths that minimize a user-

specified motion cost, such as traveled distance, and satisfy

the assigned task specification. Finally, we show that the

proposed algorithm is probabilistically complete, asymptotically

optimal and supported by convergence rate bounds. We provide

extensive simulation results that corroborate the theoretical

analysis and show that the proposed algorithm can address

large-scale planning tasks.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses a multi-robot motion planning prob-
lem in uncertain environments with collaborative tasks spec-
ified by global temporal logic formulas. The uncertain en-
vironment is modeled as a map distribution, obtained from
a semantic simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM)
algorithm [1], [2] while the task is specified over the
uncertain map in terms of landmark positions and labels.
Given a semantic map distribution, the goal of this paper
is to design control policies for multi-robot systems that ac-
complish collaborative tasks with user-specified probabilistic
satisfaction requirements in the presence of uncertainty in the
environment.

Control in the presence of mapping or localization un-
certainty typically gives rise to stochastic optimal control
problems with partial observability. To avoid the need of
computationally expensive approaches that allow for control
in belief space [3], [4], [5], [6], we introduce a new speci-
fication language, called Information Temporal Logic (ITL),
that allows us to incorporate uncertainty and probabilistic
satisfaction requirements directly into the task specification
giving rise to a deterministic optimal control problem with
temporal logic constraints. To solve this problem, we propose
a sampling-based approach that explores both the robot

The authors are with the Department of Electrical and Systems En-
gineering, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, 19104, USA.
{kantaros,pappasg}@seas.upenn.edu. This material is based upon work
supported by the AFRL and DARPA under Contract No. FA8750-18-C-
0090. This work was supported in part by the ARL RCTA under Contract
No. W911NF-10-2-0016.

motion space and the state space of an automaton that
corresponds to the ITL specification. Building upon our
previous work [7], we design biased sampling functions that
allow us to address large-scale planning tasks, as shown by
extensive numerical experiments. Finally, we show that the
proposed algorithm is probabilistically complete, asymptoti-
cally optimal, and supported by convergence rate bounds.

A. Temporal Logic Planning under Uncertainty

Temporal logic control synthesis in the presence of un-
certainty has recently received increasing research attention.
Uncertainty in sensing and actuation has been studied in
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. These approaches typically rely on
modeling robot mobility using Markov Decision Processes
(MDPs) that capture uncertainty both in the sensors and the
robot dynamics and employ probabilistic model checking
methods to synthesize controllers that maximize the satis-
faction probability. Uncertainty in the workspace in terms of
incomplete (or dynamic) environment models is also consid-
ered in [13], [14], [15], [16]. In these works, the environment
and robot mobility are captured by transition systems and
nominal controllers are revised as the environments, i.e., the
transition systems, are updated. To the contrary in this work,
we propose an abstraction-free approach for temporal logic
planning in uncertain environments that are modeled using
probabilistic semantic maps obtained by available SLAM
algorithms. Semantic maps consist of Gaussian distributions
over the landmark positions and discrete distributions over
the landmark labels. Motion planning in probabilistic seman-
tic maps is also considered in [17]. In particular, [17] con-
siders sequencing tasks captured by co-safe Linear Temporal
Logic formulas under the assumption that the labels of the
landmarks are known. In contrast, this work considers task
specifications captured by arbitrary co-safe temporal logic
formulas with uncertain landmark labels. Moreover, we show
that the proposed sampling-based algorithm can be applied
to large-scale planning tasks that involve large workspaces
and number of robots. Finally, we provide formal optimality
and convergence rate guarantees that do not exist in [17].

B. Sampling-based Temporal Logic Planning

Sampling-based approaches for temporal logic planning in
known environments are presented in [18], [19], [20], [7]. In
[18], a sampling-based algorithm is proposed which builds
incrementally a Kripke structure until it is expressive enough
to generate a path that satisfies a task specification ex-
pressed in deterministic µ-calculus. In particular, [18] builds
upon the RRG algorithm [21] to construct an expressive



Probabilistic Semantic Maps
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Chair Door Table

A probabilistic semantic map is composed of:
• Gaussian distribution: describing the object poses
• Discrete distribution: describing the object classes



	

• stopping	time	τ
• control	policy	u0:τ

CHOOSE:
 		

• semantic	map	distributionP

• initial	robot	state	x0
• LTL	co-safe	formula	ϕ

GIVEN:

  		 

min
τ ,u0:τ

E c xt ,xt+1( )
t=0

τ

∑⎡
⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥+κP x0:τ+1 ,M( ) /!ϕ{ }

s.t. xt+1 = f (xt ,ut ), M∼P

motion cost unsat probability

Linear temporal logic:

Propositional logic:     Λ (and)    V (or)    ¬ (negation)

Temporal operators:   U (Until)  X (neXt)   � (eventually)    �(always)

LTL Specifications:

• Reachability:       �(Table Λ Chair) 
• Safety:                  �¬(Blue Pillar)

• Recurrence:         ��(Chair)

• Reactivity:            �(Bookshelf → �(Place Book)) 
• Complex missions:

��(Table Λ Chair) Λ �(Bookshelf Λ Place Book)

LTL planning over uncertain semantic maps



Safe mission planning in unknown environments*

*Y. Kantaros, G.J. Pappas, Optimal Temporal Logic Planning for Multi-Robot Systems in Uncertain Semantic Maps. Submitted.

A team of 20 robots is responsible for accomplishing the
following LTL task:

1. A sub-team of robots should localize and provide supplies to
hostage 7.

2. Once step 1 is accomplished: another robot sub-team
should localize and provide services to hostage 6.

3. Once step 2 is accomplished: robot sub-teams should
localize and provide services to hostages 8, 4, and 5.

4. Once step 3 is accomplished: robot sub-teams should
localize and provide services to hostages 1, 2, and 3.

5. Every robot should avoid approaching hostile units (red
diamond)

6. Once all steps are accomplished, the robots should exit the
building.

7. Obstacles should always be avoided.

The classes (hostage 1, hostage 2, …, hostile unit) are initially
unknown.

Obstacles/walls are initially unknown and are detected via a
perfect LIDAR sensor (red). Landmark type and position
sensed with noisy camera.



Summary

CPS provides a modern systems foundation for safe autonomy
Novel systems science including software, control, sensing, learning

Rethink CPS design from build and test to specify and synthesize
Specify autonomous mission, synthesize verified software and control 

Incorporate uncertainty and robustness in formal reasoning and learning
Robust, uncertain temporal logics for continuous systems*

Composable robustness for deep learning*, sensing, and control
DARPA Assured Autonomy

Safe autonomy in unknown, dynamic, and adversarial environments 
Safe while learning and adapting to dynamic environments

*G. Fainekos, G.J. Pappas, Robustness of temporal logics over continuous signals, Theoretical Computer Science, 2009. 

*M. Fazlyab, M. Morari, G. J. Pappas Safety verification of neural networks using quadratic constraints. Submitted. 


